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The end of the relationship 
 

Tiara was so very closed to me in February 1998 – in fact she was already since she 
had, finally, chosen me as her partner nine months earlier in May – that I let the whole 
relation pass through me. We were sitting in the two chairs in the back of her living room 
facing each other. Perhaps ‘slip of the tongue’ is not totally accurate in describing the 
circumstance in which I suddenly, soon after we had sat down, said something to her. But 
seeing-feeling her state, facing her dissatisfaction, her face, facing Pure Resistance, I certainly 
reacted to her female, dualistic, consciousness – instead of, alternatively, what could have 
been possible, letting her state go through me and feel it as a form of pain, as pain itself. 
Nevertheless I ‘added’ Man to it as well in the sense of starting, as far as I was concerned, a 
truly open conversation, when I, unexpectedly for both of us, said: “Should we go on together 
in this way?” 

Even though I didn’t take it personally any more, her resistance to ‘me’ – which was 
‘just’ Woman’s natural Resistance to Man – my Male Intuition told me I had to trigger the 
dangerous subject of a possible split up. Truth didn’t avoid any subject after all. In the 
relationship some subjects might have been triggering, scary – at least in moments and as 
long as the ‘I’ was active, in Tiara’s case nearly always – but the continuation of the 
relationship itself was much more dangerous. None the less, ‘I’, the Male Force through ‘me’ 
was heading for more Clarity, for Space in the cramp, for Opening, for Triggering the Ego. 
Better for bad things to happen than nothing, than forever staying stuck together or, for now, 
another year, another year of resistance without real breakthrough, another year of my life in 
which my Higher Mission of Uniting Man and Woman on Earth as They Are United in the 
Heavens would not be Closer, and getting older in the meantime. I Had to do something… In 
a way it didn’t matter what I’d do, but at least something that would touch Woman’s deep(est) 
pain or fears, touch that which was responsible for the fact that we could not really come 
closer any more. I Knew revealing Pain was the way. 

Tiara had, indeed, a deep fear of being left alone (again). And the Drive to not ever be 
left again by ‘Man’ was stronger than the Drive for Clarity, for Truth, which had gone far 
away, certainly compared to the first four and a half months of our acquaintance. Already 
before I had finished the last words of my sentence – not one of the longest in my career as a 
speaker of sentences – she answered. It was as if she had waited for it. It was as if she had put 
the question or issue in my mouth and now that I bit, now that I spoke her words, could 
immediately respond. She responded to herself, to her own dual female mind: 

“Yes, let’s stop.” 
It was a sudden verdict – and unexpected, no matter the fact that ‘I’ had, ‘officially’, 

been the one who had brought the subject forward. There was no way back. From one 
moment to the other we were finished, through. This time I hadn’t managed to Wait, to 
Transcend that which had reached me from her, from Woman. I had not been Clear enough in 
time to realize that it was she indeed who was busy with the subject, not me. (Possibly) 
leaving a beloved, a lover, was not my thing, but Woman’s drama. I hadn’t managed to give 
her (Male) Space in it, so that she could be relieved, once more, relieved from the war in her 
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mind: continuing or quitting the relationship with me. I clumsily had come to believe or rather 
assume that perhaps together we could bring back Space, in an open conversation, in openly 
sharing, in a meeting in which we would feel, openly. Perhaps some crying would accompany 
it. After all, the situation was rather sad. At last, nine months ago, Tiara had decided – 
without telling me – that I was her man, and ever since then we were so stuck together. Our 
hearts wanted to love, but there was a wall in between that was just too firm, too solid, to 
make this possible. 

Tiara was not so much aware of her ‘own’, female, resistance to me, it seemed. 
Anyway, she assumed now that it was me who doubted her, doubting if I still wanted to 
continue with her. I did not doubt in relation to her. I didn’t want to leave her and exchange 
her for another woman. But somehow, since my ‘slip of the tongue’ or unhandy formulation, I 
could not stop the train from departing any more. This was a button with only ‘on’, no ‘off’. I 
had wanted to see if in any way there was again an Opening possible and, beyond and via that 
and in general, to Go deeper into Life with her, with Woman. I was in a process of learning to 
Dance with the Ego but I couldn’t yet prevent now and then a wrong button being pushed. 
This had been a very wrong one. It had triggered her deepest fear, indeed: being left by Man, 
which was in general Woman’s basic fear – an, in the end, Impersonal Archetypical Trauma 
that was there ever since Duality came into existence. 

After being triggered it had got stuck. I said still things like: “This is going a bit too 
quick for me” and “This was not what I was after”. But whatever I said and would still have 
said, it didn’t reach her any more. It didn’t have the Power that was needed to ‘dehypnotize’ 
her, to wake her up from the bad dream. At best something had reached her mind still, but 
even that I doubt, considering and feeling the state she had entered, entered into millennia 
ago. 

I had thrown a stone in the water and now I was sorry for all the waves. I tried to stop 
them but it was hopeless. Every attempt made only more waves. All I could do was take my 
‘fault’ and wait till the waves were gone, and see then if we could still recognize and enjoy 
together the beauty of the still water as we had done in the past. 

We went out with the car to the dunes. It felt like a last walk together, the goodbye 
one. We had had so many walks together in nature, both of us had loved them very much, and 
this would be the last. I was very aware of this, the fact of it being the last one and of the 
intensity that it gave. At the same time I was sad. And even in this moment of sadness about 
our coming split up, of all being lost, I had a thought – far from the first one – that Tiara 
would not like me in this state, would become angry in a repressed way about ‘my’ state, 
about the sadness that I couldn’t hide and that didn’t fit her picture of the perfect man who 
was always happy and strong when he was with her, with the queen. If he was with such a 
beautiful feminine woman, what was there to be sad about after all? I had become fairly 
conditioned after two years of being with Tiara – and being with a woman in general, which 
had not happened before in my life for such a long, and intense, period. Yet, seeing the 
thought, the conditioning, was (the beginning of) the liberation from it. Certainly helped by 
the meditation that I practiced now, by Consciousness, and even more by the liberation of the 
claws of Ego not so long before, the conditioning had anyway no grip on me any more. 
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In this sad state I was not busy with the fact that I might very well have and in fact 
probably had taken over Tiara’s hidden, repressed sadness and pain. Tiara herself didn’t show 
any sign of sadness. She didn’t have space for that. She was complaining to me that again she 
failed with a man, that again she was without man, again she had nothing. Again she’d have 
to start all over again, over with another man. And this was so tiring, she said. She’d have to 
‘educate’ him, mould him, shape him, knead him according to her wishes, to how she saw a 
man should be, be with her, in public and in general, again all from the beginning. I 
understood how tiring this was. I had seen her up close, giving herself completely in an 
almost admirable way to this hopeless project. And I felt sorry for her, for having to give 
herself so much to something that doesn’t make true sense at all, that only keeps her at a 
distance from what she in the end, beyond the ego, wants to have close to her or to even Unite 
with. 

I was amazed. I was amazed that, knowing what I meant for her, Tiara didn’t show the 
slightest form of pain from the fact that she would not see me any more, not feel me any 
more, that she would miss me. Nothing. There was only self-obsession, no pain. It was 
amazing what came up now, now that everything was lost, now that she didn’t have to keep 
up a social face any more, now that her secret interests were not ruling any more. And indeed 
‘her’ face looked very ugly from her complaining, but I meant of course woman’s Ego that 
showed its real face now suddenly. She didn’t care about me but about herself. This stood out 
so obviously now, even more than I had seen before during out relationship. The love for Man 
was no Love. The Pull to Man was there in order to fill Her own Hole as Woman. How honest 
Tiara was now. How Naked and Clear did I See her now. How amazing the Ego was. 

There was self-obsession, no pain… Pain cannot be truly felt when there is self-
obsession. My life seemed to go further into the opposite direction: allowing pain, just as it 
was, just as it came, just as it felt, meant the end of self-obsession. If one stopped resisting 
(feeling) pain, the self stopped existing. Couldn’t Man and Woman Meet any more if these 
directions were so fundamentally different? Should Tiara and I have split anyway, indeed? 
Had we ever Met, actually? The different, opposing directions had always been there, behind 
the scene, behind the drama – the first months of our relationship seemingly the exception 
instead of the normal situation on earth in which Man and Woman merely seemed to go in the 
same Direction. Or, rather, wasn’t this, these fundamentally different Directions, the drama 
itself, the Drama of Man and Woman, the Basic Fight between Consciousness and 
Unconsciousness? Could the Selfless (feeling all Pain that, naturally, shows up) and the self 
(resisting feeling Pain) Truly Meet? 

Could a self really Meet another self? This was impossible. Illusions couldn’t ever 
meet each other. But, couldn’t Forces, the Selfless and the separative ego-centred Force, 
Meet? That was different. Wasn’t there Contact in the awareness of no-contact? 

If I consciously cried about our lack of real contact, wasn’t ‘I’ then in True Contact, 
with Tiara, with Woman? I could only answer this with yes. It was True Contact, the Meeting 
of Contact and no-Contact, of Feeling and no-Feeling. If I picked up a stone I felt contact, 
there was contact – even if the stone couldn’t feel a thing. The stone’s Unconsciousness was 
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part of and Happened in Consciousness, in Something Bigger than itself and that Something 
was all-in-Relation. All was in Relation, Conscious or Unconscious. 

The crying about the lack of Contact that I mentioned, actually happened, again, also 
after we were ‘officially’ through now. In spite of the fact that it was over between us – as if 
we could decide that – we still visited each other a couple of times. One time, we were at my 
place. In bed, as a matter of fact. Naked, as a matter of fact. My penis was in her vagina, as a 
matter of fact. I don’t know how it got there. At a certain point Consciousness Saw me busy. 
It Saw Tiara. It Saw how closed she was to me. It was sad. We were making love and there 
was no contact. Contact begins by acknowledging, feeling, seeing, surrendering to what is 
actually the case – not by doing something together, making love or whatever. 

At a given moment I stopped moving and let the tears course down my cheeks. One of 
them fell on Tiara’s skin. She opened her eyes and saw me, my body, silently crying – or, 
rather, me being very touched, but not without tears. My penis was in her body and my eyes 
poured the tears, the tears that my penis gathered down in her moist dark where she could not 
reach and did not want to See either. 

“What’s going on?” Tiara asked in her typical, unfree, way, indicating already that 
whatever I would say was wrong, but with one formulation the drama might be kept still 
inside, and with another it would burst out. A normal situation for a man. 

I ‘chose’ the second option. I told Tiara that we didn’t really have contact. She, to say 
the least, was not really in the mood to be reminded of this. She got furious. “Out!” she 
screamed. “Out!” 

Considering the current situation I felt it was better to follow the instructions instead 
of discussing them. And I went out. 

Well, it wasn’t really a surprise she got so angry. The time when I could freely share 
how I felt had been over a long time ago. Only in our honeymoon months this had been 
possible. At that time I was not so threatening yet, she hadn’t taken me serious yet as a 
partner, as someone who could hurt her, in principle. It was sad. The no-contact was sad. And 
now her reaction to my tears was sad. They were her tears and she didn’t want to see them. It 
seemed, indeed, that our days were numbered. They were conscious loving tears, her tears 
that I had added Love to. She didn’t want to receive, in her turn, what she had given Man to 
Transcend, to Love. One tear had fallen on her skin, but it was too much, the touch. Tiara 
didn’t want to become Conscious, not of Herself as Woman. She wanted to hide from Pain. 
But then, and this is the sad thing for Woman – the thing that ‘I’, as Man, have to Feel as 
such, as sad – She cannot Truly Be with ‘Me’ either, with Man. For, it’s all or nothing. Man 
Includes and Is all. If she said Yes to all, including the difficult Side of her Own Coin of 
Duality, She would See Man, Recognize Him, Feel Him, Love Him, Be in Him, Drink Him, 
Surrender to Him, Be Freed in Him, in His Heart. 

It’s not sad for Woman, as a matter of fact. It is sad for Miss Ego. Was Woman the 
Same as Miss Ego who would never Marry? It could not be so. And yet, they were difficult to 
disentangle, the Divine Woman and Miss Ego. As Man it was my Task yet to Do That. For I 
Knew this Disentanglement, this Distinction, couldn’t come from Woman Herself, blind as 
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She was in Her pretence that She could See. Her Duality could not See. Her Resistance to 
(Man’s) Light in Her Dark made and kept Her blind. 

In and through the event of no-contact I got a serious glimpse of how very huge ‘my’ 
Task was. Bringing (Man’s) Light in Woman’s Lower regions, into Her Dark, a Light 
Accepted by Her, seemed almost impossible, so huge as it was, so complicated, so heavy, so 
dangerous, so superhuman almost – or, in fact: extremely human… Almost impossible. 

Almost, indeed. But, in the end, I was not attached to the image or feeling of Tiara as 
the (or my) woman – even though, as I have said earlier, she could be extremely feminine, the 
most feminine I have ever met. Woman had many many forms. In the end, in Truth, I was in 
Relation with Woman, not with Tiara. Her extreme femininity, her seemingly unique 
energetic flowing over into (a) man, becoming energetically one with him, her extreme 
softness which she could manifest sometimes, was not the same as Woman. They were signs 
of Woman, but not Woman Herself – I had met the signs of Woman in the most extreme 
sense by meeting and being intimate with Tiara. I couldn’t go further in that respect – in itself 
a very good position that forces me to, from now on, go straight into the Depth of Woman. 
When you have managed to climb the Mount Everest it is silly to (want to) keep on climbing 
the same highest mountain on earth, to repeat and repeat. You are – or should be – forced to 
turn within, into the depth of life. 

Yet, these signs were the parts of Woman that were very naturally attractive for (a) 
Man, despite the fact that they seemed to (have to) go together with a deeply anchored 
stuckness that is brought to the surface when man can function as a (loving) mirror. A 
Woman-form who rather represented the other side of Woman was the Hungarian Mártuska 
who I had met in the first tantra week in which I had also met Tiara. She was much more 
loving than Tiara, if comparing still made sense – which it didn’t, in fact. Since I myself was 
also so loving, the ‘normal’ attraction between man and woman caused by Duality, by the 
Opposites, was not so strong, at least from my side to Mártuska – Mártuska herself felt very 
attracted to me. 

None the less, there existed two different, fundamental forms or ways of attraction. 
One was the Attraction to Love, to the Formless – the other to the Form, to the loveless, to 
stuckness, yes. Since Woman was Dual(ity), Man was Attracted to Two seemingly Opposing 
Directions. Sooner or later Man, would He ever Be and Embody Man indeed, Needed to 
Allow Clarity in this respect – the extremes, as always, revealing the Truth, the Truth of the 
One as Two. He needed to Acknowledge the fact that He was not only (a slave who was) 
Attracted by Woman’s ovaries, so to speak, to Her Form-ness. This, biological, perspective 
reduced Man to His sperm; Woman, from this perspective, used (a) man for Her own form 
related purposes and resisted Man as He Is. Man was, by Nature, also Attracted to the Other 
Side, however, to Woman’s Love for Man, for Man as He Is, Attracted by the Reception of 
His Heart instead of His penis and in general ‘his’ energy in the first place. 

Whichever Side of Attraction seems to prevail doesn’t matter in a way. Both Sides, 
Acknowledging and Following Both kinds of Attractions, are needed for man’s True, Selfless 
Development and Manifestation on Earth as Man. As I have indicated earlier, Man simply 
cannot Manifest Himself (merely) through Woman’s ovaries and womb. For that 
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Manifestation to Happen Woman Needs to Recognize Man – Man as Love, not as mere 
(energetic) form. 

There is a picture taken of us three together at the end of the tantra week, 
Tiara, Mártuska and me. Man and the Two Sides of Woman in each of my arms being 
all present and flowing we look gorgeous together in this setting. A short Divine 
moment of Bliss, of everything being perfect, Man and Woman, Oneness and Duality, 
everyone United in the Heart. The next such Perfect Moment of the Man and 
Woman’s Two Sides all Bodily Present as One Beyond Resistance, would happen 
only twelve years later, in March 2008, when the Manifestation of the Heart as Man 
had taken place incomparably deeper. 
 
Now, at the end of my relationship with Tiara, not by accident the Other Side, 

Mártuska, called me ‘out of the blue’, after one and a half year of no contact. The Process of 
Truth gave me in my thirties all I needed to Meet to Find Out – unlike in my twenties, which 
were almost one long waiting room in a way, or call it preparation in the background. 
Mártuska smelt again some possibility regarding me, ‘sadder and wiser’ as I had become in 
these two years with Tiara, with Woman who could not Love Man, who was sentenced to 
merely and forever use Him for Her own interests – the latter of which, in the end, came down 
to: secretly, in the Dark, but via (a) man, getting rid of her Pain, without wanting to actually 
Feel it, without Allowing (Man’s) Consciousness to Shine in it. 

It was the end of March 1998, not long before the tear had fallen down on Tiara’s 
skin. Mártuska and I arranged a meeting. I visited her, again, in her home town Utrecht. We 
had a nice day together partly spent outside in nature – nice, in spite of the fact that she 
seriously injured her back when she, with me around, got a bit too wild dancing somewhere in 
the nature (she was a dancer). What was unpleasant, however, was the very same thing that 
had also been there two years earlier. It was some strange unclear moderately sickening 
energy in the room that, as I felt – and at least that was clear – was related to the fact that she 
wanted to come closer to me. Physically touching and even lying together was, to a certain 
extent, all right for me. But there, somewhere, we got stuck. Woman, Mártuska, wanted to go 
further and express her love for me, for whom she considered her (best) Man, in a whole-
bodily physical way. I felt however that there was (quite) something in between ‘us’, between 
Man and Woman, for that to be, freely, possible. How could I have explained this to her, if 
things were not yet clear for me in this respect. If Tiara wanted to make love to me it was 
almost impossible not to do so, not to go in. If Mártuska wanted to make love, opened for me 
in her way, it was almost impossible to do so. I couldn’t help this. I liked her a lot. She was 
beautifully innocent in her joy – other than Tiara, in whom I felt a merely egoic joy usually. 
But to go in her body… It was almost like a sin against nature. Our hearts could, in principle, 
unite – if we would allow our meeting, our process to develop further of itself – but to meet 
by the lower parts of the body, that was quite something else. I’d first have to pierce through a 
hell of a lot of Resistance down there. I mean a structural Resistance of the lower parts of 
Woman(’s consciousness) to the Seeing Heart being present down there. 

In spite of her spiritual practices, Tiara lived primarily and permanently down, lived 
from the lower spheres as her basis, continuously resisting Man touching her heart. She 
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(relatively) easily succeeded in manipulating man in and by the lower parts of her Body. If, 
for a moment, she, her ego, was satisfied with Man, with the man she had chosen, she opened 
from below and making love happened. Mártuska, on her side, rather lived up, from the heart 
– the heart that could not manifest in a mature way without Man; I was her Chance. If we met 
in the heart, Mártuska felt like making love. But heart and body, up and down, were, still, two 
different worlds on Earth, in Woman. When confronted – confronted, indeed – with 
Mártuska’s urge to physically make love, I could not deny that the Heart was not Down yet. 
As Man I should Bring the Darkness into the Light, ‘and’ the Light into the Dark. Things 
were not that far yet. Mártuska was not against meeting, and loving, Tiara – on the contrary. 
But Tiara was, still, self-obsessed as could be; she did not want to meet (someone like) 
Mártuska, and in general not a woman if she had a quality that would in any way be attractive 
for a man, for me in this case. I had to admit that, in spite of Wessel’s compliments to me 
regarding how I had dealt with Tiara and how she changed so quickly and noticeably, I hadn’t 
made much progress in this respect, of the self-obsession that stood in the way of meeting – 
or even tolerating in the background – a heart-woman like Mártuska, let alone a competitor 
woman with the same kind of qualities as Tiara. 

As far as the Process of Man(’s Heart) Coming Down was concerned, it was very 
good to stay in that very strange and unpleasant atmosphere in Mártuska’s room that had 
manifested all around us and that I could physically touch, it almost seemed. Even though 
something was (much) too early – which in the end was about the Heart and Body Uniting on 
Earth, just like this was so for Consciousness and Unconsciousness – my Body could taste, 
adjust already a little bit, Attune to and Absorb the Separation between the Two, between the 
One and Duality, Feel it and already Free ‘myself’ a little from it, making thus at least some 
Space for the Heart down here where It could go forward in Its Work. Without Mártuska 
having contacted me there would have been no continuation of the Process of eventually 
gaining Clarity about Woman’s Duality. 

Despite the seeming ‘unnaturalness’, the ‘prematurity’ of it I was not radically against 
being Seduced by Woman, by Her Heart-side, into Her Body. It played its own role in 
Woman’s Process of Becoming Whole. Only, this wouldn’t take the form of a celebration, a 
Bodily celebration of the Heart’s Presence here on Earth. No, in the first place this had to do 
with feeling, becoming (more deeply) aware of frustration, with be(com)ing conscious of the 
fact that something was not right, that the Two Sides were not Present Simultaneously and 
Wholly. Before Oneness can Be (Clear), Duality should be Totally Clear.  

So, indeed, I went into Mártuska’s physical body. Only, I could not fake – I had never 
learned to do that. That meant I couldn’t give myself whole-energetically to her ‘body’, not 
like I could with Tiara. Like two years ago when Mártuska and I had ‘made love’, again I was 
not really into it. I had just followed Woman’s great Urge to have ‘me’ in – even though 
‘somewhere’ I was not at ease with it, to say the least, at the same time however humbly 
following a Deeper Force that seemed to be convinced that it must happen. 

Understandably, Mártuska was angry, again, like two years earlier. I fitted her dream, 
the Dream, Picture of a Loving Man and yet I seemed to not want to give myself wholly to 
her. What to do; it was just not there, the drive to take her body firmly in my hands and fuck 
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her, as she wanted. It was as if I had to overcome myself or deny myself, Lie to myself and to 
her, in order to be able to really touch her body. Afterwards, after the ‘sin’, I did my best, 
again, to guide her through her anger and frustration. Since I didn’t have an Overview on Man 
and Woman and Their Deep Process yet, I could not tell or in some way show Mártuska from 
an experienced Heart that through our humble bodies we had to live the Universal Drama of 
Man and Woman, and the Pain that inherently went together with it. Instead, I tried to guide 
her in being aware of her feelings and not merely projecting them on me. The success in this 
respect was not totally absent but limited. She was still dissatisfied – and justly so. Woman’s 
natural task was not to feel satisfied, or at least not before She felt One with Man. And I, from 
my side, I couldn’t Transcend the Drama of Man and Woman in a jiffy. 

I was very sad when I left her place the next day. The Heart had failed again, once 
more. I hadn’t been able to really, substantially relieve Mártuska from her frustration, in ‘me’, 
in Man. It was not nice – terrible, in fact – how we parted in the end, how we were waiting 
‘together’ in silence for my bus to arrive, how I got in the bus and drove away. The last look. 
Her face. She never contacted me again. How for god’s sake could I bring the Two Sides of 
Woman together. Both Sides, as it turned out, Resisted structurally the Other Side, 
unconsciously. It was not only Tiara who resisted Mártuska. Mártuska resisted just as well, 
she resisted gaining clarity on and accepting Woman’s Dark Side, even if this Side was 
Something Impersonal in the end. Woman couldn’t help Herself, She was who She was. I, 
Man, Had to Do it, without wanting to be heroic about this but just as a matter of being 
realistic. It wasn’t easy though if the Two Sides reacted so easily to their own dissatisfaction 
regarding the lack of (being in touch with and having some insight into) the Other Side. In 
their Duality they couldn’t just stay in the dissatisfaction, in their un-wholeness, and meditate 
on it, as Man, as the One would do, but reacted to it, and thus ‘created’ or allowed the Drama 
around it, the Drama eating the Heart. 

It had been a miracle already that Tiara had stayed with me for no less than two years. 
Two years! That was quite a record for a woman to bear with me. It was certainly a reflection 
of my progress in Entering Woman’s world, finally. 


